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The Maryland General Assembly
Legislative Services Building 90 State Circle
Annapolis, Maryland 21401
Dear Senators & Delegates:
Winning Strategies: Fatherhood, The Courts & Custody finds House Bill 104/Senate
0041is unfair and bias based on an allegation, allegations that are made daily to ensure the
father is blocked from having contact or being involved in the lives of children. House Bill
104 interferes with the social justice for fathers more than the social services and judicial
systems currently interfere, HB 104 is a “civil rights” violation bill, and we recognize it as
effecting fatherhood fairness.
We, the fathers that are already affected by the lack of following the substantial
compliance of family law by not following procedural law, Maryland courtroom, we seek
justice, social justice. We seek social justice in the courtrooms in effect the lives of fathers
negatively. Henceforth, the Judges/Judicial Appointees are not violating the rights of fathers
alone. The State of Maryland Legislature help the Judges/Judicial Appointees violate the
procedural laws in family court to continue to subjugate fathers. The 2022 House Bill
104/Senate Bill 0041Child Custody and Visitation Rights should have been a line item in the
Senate Bill 0017/Senate Bill 0214, since these proposed bills deal with Child Abuse and
Neglect.
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WS: FCC supported the original drafting of this bill as well as others since 2018, when
Child Custody – Shares Parenting Time introduced by Delegate Nick Charles at the time, as
well as bills by Delegates Dumais and Atterbeary which involved Legal Parenting Time (All
PDF versions of the bills are attached). However, since we conducted the research on the
bills, we found that the bills presented by Delegates Dumais & Atterbeary were plows to get
them favorable votes in the next stages of their political careers. WS: FCC does not speak for
all fathers, but we do speak for the fathers who rights have been violated, currently being
violated, and have the possibility of being violated if this travesty to family law is not
stopped with this NEW Child Custody and Visitation Rights Bill House Bill 0104/Senate
Bill 004, formerly Legal Decision Making & Parenting Time. This bill needs to “die” in both
houses, Senate and House until they can be added to the appropriate bills. How does this bill,
HB 0104, that was formulated by Delegates Dumais & Atterbeary, show the “Best Interest
of The Child”?
In closing someone from the Judiciary, Judicial Proceedings or the Office of Legislative
Affairs can share what data was used to amend the former bills, who offered the data and
what was the time used to substantiate the data? While doing our research on this matter we
found that Anne Arundel, Baltimore, Montgomery and Prince George’s Counties as well as
Baltimore City courts violate procedural laws. How about stop feeding fathers just Bread
and stop making fathers attend Circuses that only have one act, rights violating acts. Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr said, “Our world is a neighborhood…. We are tied together in the
single garment of destiny, caught in the inescapable network of mutuality and whatever
affects one directly affects all indirectly.”

Signed,
The Winning Strategies Team
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